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Product Description

JPVB03 Bosco 3
The design of the BOSCO line integrates into both urban and natural spaces. The towers remind us of tree
houses and are ideal to live adventures and feel like a true explorer. Made of weather-resistant materials
that practically do not deteriorate over time.

Data Sheet    Certificate   

JFS11 Sky
Fun and educative spring swing for children. Made of resistant materials according to the EN1176
standard.

Data Sheet    Certificate    Certificate Conformity   

JTI2 Zip wire
User's maximum weight - 69.5kg
 Structure, Metal: galvanised and powder-coated posts. Resistant to corrosion, wear and vandalism.

Data Sheet    Acreditative Letter    Certificate Conformity   

JC06B Cosmic
Structure, Metal: hot dip galvanised and powder-coated steel resistant to corrosion. Colours: RAL6018,
RAL1028

Data Sheet    Certificate   

JPV310 Loop 1
Explore the Loop range with configured elements of ropes, climbing pieces, and balance circuits. Designed
to stimulate imagination and physical development in a safe environment, Loop products are perfect for
parks, school areas, and public spaces.

Data Sheet    Acreditative Letter    Certificate Conformity   

JAM15 Kami 2x2
Structure, Laminated wood: scandinavian laminated pine wood treated in autoclave Class IV. Finished
with two layers of Lasur paint. In case of being subjected to bad weather conditions, laminated pine wood
can present some tiny cracks on the surface that do not reduce its durability at all. As regards resin and
knots, please note that these are part of its natural appearance.

Data Sheet    Certificate   

VMOTCE Ping-Pong
Table made with metal inner chassis covered with polyester and pressed inner nucleus made of
polurethane and fibreglass. Anti-vandalism stable and robust ping-pong table suitable. Anti-shock and anti-
graffiti properties. Ping-pong regulation white lines inlaid in the surface so they cannot be rubbed out nor
lose their clarity. Anti-slippery surface which produces an active bounce of the ball.

Data Sheet   

https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JPVB03
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_CERT-EN1176-0107
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JFS11
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_CERT-EN1176-0044.pdf-CE
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_bcert-en1176-009-enpdf-ce
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JTI2
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_carta-ac-0007-enpdf-ce
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_bcert-en1176-002-enpdf-ce
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JC06B
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_CERT-EN1176-0040.pdf-CE
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JPV310
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_carta-ac-0002-enpdf-ce
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_bcert-en1176-003-enpdf-ce
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JAM15
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_CERT-EN1176-0045.pdf-CE
https://benito.com/au/download/BENITO_data-sheet-VMOTCE

